Welcome to Modeling Master Data Dimensions for SAP Business One version for SAP HANA.
In this course, we use the Modeler perspective in the SAP HANA Studio to model a dimension
in the semantic layer of the SAP Business One version for SAP HANA.
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to describe how to model master data for SAP Business
One in the SAP HANA Studio.

We will base our model on this business scenario.
The sales manager at OEC Computers wants to analyze sales invoice totals in an interactive
way. He needs to be able to see the invoices summarized by customers information and by
time period. Think a moment about what measures and dimensions you would include.
After discussing his analysis needs in more detail, we determine that the business transaction
underlying our model will be the A/R invoice. The measure needed is document total. The
dimensions will include customer, customer group, fiscal year and posting period.
To provide more options for future analytic needs, it might also be a good idea to include some
additional measures and dimensions, such as tax amount, document status, territory, sales
employee, item, and item group.
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In this course we will create new views so that you can learn the steps. However, SAP
recommends that you copy and extend existing views wherever possible.
Why?
§
SAP provides a robust semantic layer with pre-built views designed for SAP
Business One analytics
§
Reuse views exist for dimensions and query views are ready to use.
§
Main reason to create views is to add custom columns or to delete unused
columns, however, it is easy to copy an existing view to add or delete columns.
For example, one reason to copy and modify a view might be to add user-defined
fields.
See the document How to Guide on How to Work with Semantic Layers to see the large
number of delivered views available.
In the demo, you will see that we have added a user-defined field for Business Partner size to
the OCRD table. In order to use this field as an attribute in reporting, we need to add it into
our Business Partner dimension. In real life, we would copy the delivered reuse view for the
Business Partner dimension and add the user-defined field. Then we would copy any query
views that use that reuse view as a dimension so that we could replace our dimension with
the delivered dimension.
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In our business scenario, we will create the following views to provide the analysis our sales
manager needs:
§ A dimension for business partners
§ A dimension for dates
§ Then we will tie them together with the transactional data in cube for our invoice transactions
The cube will be based on the OINV table of the A/R invoice transaction. That table will form
the data foundation for the calculation view.
However, we need more details on the customer than we find in the transactional table OINV.
We want to be able to subtotal the report by the customer name and customer group name as
well as by country. Therefore, we need to reference the business partner table OCRD and the
business partner group table OCRG for the details. To be able to run reports by country, we
need to add a link to the table OCRY. We do this by creating by creating an master data
dimension based on OCRD, OCRG and OCRY.
Additionally, we want to be able to summarize our report by year, quarter and month. So we
will also create a dimension for dates.
Once the two views for the master data dimensions are created, we create an calculation view
cube with star schema that uses the OINV table as the data foundation.
We will go through the process of creating these three calculation views.
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First we will be creating a view to represent a business partner dimension. A dimensions only
contains attributes not measures.
Think about the data we normally have in a transaction. At the top of the graphic, we see a
typical sales transaction. The document entry, posting date and business partner code are the
attributes in this transaction. Attributes allow us to give context and meaning to the measures
like document totals in the transactions. Attributes are typically master data.
Some attributes, such as business partner code, are also keys in related tables that contain
more information related to those attributes. The view shown in the bottom half of the graphic is
based on business partner master data. Even though only the business partner code appears
in the transactional data above, a view with the business partner code as the key can bring in
related business partner information such as business partner’s group or region.
In our business scenario, we want to analyze figures in the OINV table. This table contains the
information that will help us report on when the transaction was posted and which customer was
invoiced. However, if we want more information on the business partners, such as business
partner groups, we need to pull that information from related tables.
The business partner details are contained in the OCRD table. This table will include the
business partner group code. However, most report users do not want to just see the code for
the business partner group. They want to see the group name. Therefore we need to have a
join between the OCRD business partner table and the OCRG BP group table which contains
the group name.
A master data dimension allows us to make this link. We can set up a view containing the
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Business Partner Code and Name as well as the Business Partner Group and Name. This
view can then be joined with transactional data in another view built as a cube with a star
schema for reporting invoice information. It also gives us the flexibility to use this same
dimension in other cubes for reporting on different sales and purchasing documents.
Remember that this dimension will only contain attributes, no measures. Later we will link this
view to transactional data for reporting when we build a cube.
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Here is the process flow for creating a dimension:
• First set the parameters for the view.
• Then select the tables you want for the view. In our first example we will be selecting the
OCRD table for business partners and the OCRG tables.
• You then define the table joins and their properties.
• Next you select attributes and measures for the view. For our first dimension, we will select
the business partner code and name and the BP group and name.
• Optionally you create hierarchies in the model. Hierarchies are used to better aggregate
data reflecting the relationship between the levels. For example, the geographic
relationship like Country, State and City. Another example is a hierarchy for dates. We will
see this in the second demo when we build our second dimension for the posting date.
• Once you complete these steps, save and activate your view.
• At that point you can preview the data
Now we will take a closer look at the steps in this process.
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When creating a new view in the SAP HANA Studio, the first step allows you set up basic view
parameters.
First enter a name and a descriptive label.
Then use the Calculation View type.
A best practice is to copy an existing view and modify the copy to meet your needs. Mark the
checkbox Copy from and then browse for the view you wish to copy. The copy does not keep
a connection with the original. If the original is changed, the changes do not affect the copy.
The default subtype for a calculation view is graphical. This allows you to drag and drop
elements to build your view. If you prefer writing code, you can choose the option for a scripted
view.
Choose Dimension as the subtype when modeling master data attributes.
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A newly created dimension contains a projection node and a semantics node.
A projection node allows you to add tables to a model, to select fields and to filter data. The
semantic node defines the output for your model.
You have the option of adding other types of nodes. These are the join, union and aggregation
nodes.
It is easy to add nodes as needed. Just click on the node type in the toolbar on the left then click
in the graphical area to add the node.
In our example, we want to join the business partner table OCRD with the business partner
group table OCRG, so we need to add a Join node before we choose tables.
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You can select the tables you want in two ways. You can drag tables from the Catalog folder to
the nodes node in the Scenario panel. Or you can select a node and choose Add from the
Context menu.
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You can set a filter for your attributes if you desire. The option to apply a filter is available in the
context menu. For example, you can limit output from the business partner table to only
customers, no leads or vendors. Once you have set a filter, a filter symbol appears to the right
of the field in the table and the details are visible in the field’s properties.
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When you join tables, you need to define the join conditions, such as the join type and
cardinality. You can view the join conditions in the Properties box.
Cardinality defines the relationship between the joined tables. Examples of cardinalities include
one-to-many, one-to-one or many-many. For example there is a one-to-many relationship
between business partner groups and business partners, because a business partner can
belong to only one group.
if you want to have different cardinalities from the same table, you can add the same table more
than once using table aliases in the editor.
In a moment, we will discuss the join types frequently used in SAP HANA views.
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There are four join types: the inner join, the left outer join, the right outer join and the full outer
join.
An inner join selects the set of records that match in both tables.
A left outer join selects the complete set of records from the first table and selects the matching
records (where available) in the second table. If there is no match then the right side will
contain null.
A right outer join is similar to a left outer join except that the main table is on the right rather the
left. The right outer join selects the complete set of records from the table on the right with the
matching records where available with the left table. If there is no match the left side will
contain null.
A full outer join selects the set of records that match both tables.
The first two join types are the most popularly used. Let’s look at some examples of how these
two join types work.
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The left outer join is a popular join type for views because it returns all rows from the left table
even if there are no matches in the right table.
Let us look at a couple of tables and how the left outer join would work with these tables. In our
example, we will have a customer table and a nation table. The customer table contains 4 rows
of customers. These four customers reside in 2 nations. The nation table contains 2 values
and is missing one of the nations in the customer table.
When we use a left outer join between the customer and nation table, this join returns all rows
from the left table even if there are no matches in the right table.
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Another option would be an inner join, so let us look at what happens when you use an inner
join with the same tables.
As we saw before, we will have a customer table and a nation table. The nation table is missing
one of the values for nations in the customer table.
When we use an inner join between the customer and nation table, this join only returns rows
where there is at least one match on both sides of the join. Therefore, we only see the first two
rows of the customer table, because there is no value for MX in the nation table.
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One of the important concepts in data modeling is the property of referential integrity. As we
saw in our example, the inner join could return results for customers 3 and 4 because there was
no value MX in the Nation table.
Referential integrity requires that every value of the fields where the tables are joined (join
partners) exist in both tables. The tables in this example lack referential integrity because the
Nation table is missing a value for Nation that is found in the Customer table.
This is why we will use left outer joins in master data dimension for business partners.
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Here are some tips for creating joins for your dimensions.
§ When there is a one-to-many cardinality, the Many table must be the left/inner table.
§ Check all joins have cardinality 1 to the right/outer table and 1 or N to the left/inner table.
§ Drag joins from the center table to outer table, then change cardinality as needed.
§ Recommendation: Use Left Outer Joins when facts with missing attributes are allowed.
For more information on joins, use the link to the sap HANA tutorial shown on the graphic.
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The next step is to select the attributes you want in your view. You need to explicitly define the
output structure for your view.
There are two ways to add the table columns to the output. You can select the toggle button on
the left of the table field, or open the context menu for the field and choose Add to Output. The
fields you choose are automatically mapped as attributes and appear in the Output area.
Additionally all the chosen attributes in the tables appear in bold with an orange dot to the left
(as we see in the graphic).
You can set a filter for your attributes if you desire. The option to apply a filter is available in the
context menu. For example, you can limit output from the business partner table to only
customers, no leads or vendors. Once you have set a filter, a filter symbol appears to the right
of the field in the table and the details are visible in the field’s properties.
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A calculation view can have multiple nodes.
In this graphic we see two Join nodes. Notice how the nodes are connected by a line and how
there is a dot on each end of the line.
The dot at the top of a node represents the output of that node. The dot on the bottom of each
node represents the input to that node.
To connect nodes, draw a line from one node to another.
All nodes need to be connected so that the model ends at the semantics node.
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The final node is always the Semantics Node. Here is where you set the final output for the
model.
In this node, you can:
• Mark attributes and measures
• Rename columns or change column labels
• Create filters
• Hide columns
• Create hierarchies
• Set variables or parameters
• Define key attributes
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The final step is to save and activate the view.
Saving the view saves the information model, the metadata of the view that has just been
defined. The view is not visible to the reporting tools until it is activated. A model that is
inactive has a gray diamond on the model’s icon in the package.
Activating the view makes the view visible to reporting tools. When you save and activate the
model, the job log will show that the activation is successful and the gray diamond on the
model’s icon disappears.
Remember if you change the view after activation, you must reactivate the view.
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The data preview functionality is useful for confirming that one has modeled data the way you
have intended.
To preview data, select your model in the Navigator and then choose the option Preview Data
from the context menu. You can also choose the Preview icon.
There are three ways to preview data. The Raw Data tab gives you the table format of data.
The Distinct Values tab displays unique values for each field in both text and graphic. So for
example, if we are looking at an analytic view that includes customers and countries, we could
see the count for the total number of countries in the data as well as a graph with those unique
values.
The Analysis tab allows you to select attributes and measures to display query results in either
a graphical or table format. In the case of our dimension, we only have attributes to select.
This tab will be more useful to us when we create an analytic view.
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In this example, we create a business partner dimension in the SAP HANA Studio modeler. We
will use a schema of our SAP Business One database that contains the Business One tables.
We will choose the tables OCRD, OCRG and OCRY. The output from this view will be BP
code, BP Name, BP Type, BP group name and BP Country.
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Here are some key points on creating dimensions:
Dimensions give us the ability to join related tables of master data.
Dimensions are used in transactional cubes to give additional context to what is found in a fact
table.
The best practice is to copy existing views and modify them rather than creating a new view.
To create a reuse view for a dimension, use a calculation view with Dimension as the subtype.
A newly created dimension contains a projection node and a semantics node.
When you join tables, you need to define the join conditions, such as the join type and
cardinality. Use Left Outer Joins when facts with missing attributes are allowed. Set the
cardinality to N:1.
Select the attributes you want in your view. Set the final output in the Semantics node. You
need to choose at least one key attribute for your view.
Save and activate your view then preview the data for accuracy.

This concludes the topic on modeling reuse views for master data dimensions for SAP Business
One.
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